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This Offering Memorandum is being furnished by Paradise Capital only to those prospective parties that have made a specific request for information regarding Inflatable
Zoo, Inc. (Space Walk or the Company) with the intention of determining any interest in submitting an offer to acquire the Company and have subsequently executed a
valid Confidentiality Agreement. The Offering Memorandum is intended to provide a prospective purchaser with pertinent preliminary information regarding Inflatable
Zoo, Inc.
Pursuant to Paradise Capital’s exclusive engagement by Inflatable Zoo, Inc., the Offering Memorandum has been prepared by Paradise Capital from materials and information
supplied by Inflatable Zoo, Inc. This Offering Memorandum is being provided pursuant to a separate Confidentiality Agreement executed by parties who may be interested in
acquiring the Company.
By accepting the Offering Memorandum, the recipient(s) agrees that neither it nor its agents, representatives, directors or employees will reproduce or distribute to others said
document, in whole or in part, at any time without the prior written consent of Paradise Capital and that it will keep permanently confidential all information contained herein.
This Offering Memorandum shall remain the property of Paradise Capital and we reserve the right to call for the return of this document at any time.
While the information contained herein is believed to be materially accurate, Paradise Capital has not conducted any audit or investigation with respect to such information. The
recipient(s) acknowledges the sole responsibility to perform a due diligence review at its own cost prior to any acquisition of or merger with Inflatable Zoo, Inc. Paradise Capital
disclaims any and all liability for representations, expressed or implied, contained in, or for omissions from, this Offering Memorandum.
Specific financial information presented in the Offering Memorandum may have been adjusted to eliminate owner-related compensation, non-operating assets and associated
debt and other items with the intention of understanding Inflatable Zoo, Inc.’s true earning capacity. These adjustments are described in the footnotes to the information or are
available on request. The Offering Memorandum also presents certain statements and projections provided by Inflatable Zoo, Inc. and its management concerning its estimated
future performance. Such information reflects considerable assumptions and subjective judgments by the Company’s management, which may or may not prove to be correct.
Therefore, there can be no guarantee that the projected financial results are achievable or will come to fruition. Moreover, Paradise Capital and its representative does not accept
responsibility for verifying any information contained herein and makes no representations or warranties as to their accuracy, truthfulness or completeness.
Neither the delivery of this Offering Memorandum nor the purchase of the Company shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the
affairs of Inflatable Zoo, Inc. since the date hereof. Neither the Company nor Paradise Capital and its representatives undertake any compulsion to update any of the information
discussed herein.
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Letter of Intent December 1, 2021
Closing | February 15, 2022
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Space Walk is the U.S.’ largest centrally-owned renter of party inflatables, concessions and party supplies
nationwide.

$10,000,000 $9,916,799

$9,299,322

$9,275,000

$9,000,000
$8,000,000

Since the business began in 1959, Space Walk has grown nationwide to over 200 different communities with
124 fully licensed and insured Independent Rental Agents (Success Partners).
Their Success Partner program offers affordable cost of entry, protected territories, and inflatable equipment
insurance along with a robust custom business rental management platform.
Headquartered in suburban New Orleans, the Company campus has 3 facilities: main office, inflatable repair
studio, and warehouse.

$6,657,658

$7,000,000
$6,000,000
$5,000,000
$4,000,000
$3,000,000
$2,000,000
$1,000,000

While the industry overall saw a 49% revenues decline, Space Walk’s COVID-related revenue softening was
well under industry average at just 25%. Rental revenue is forecast to rebound in 2021 back to 2019 levels.

$0
2018
Revenue

Highly Profitable Success Partner Model
Adjusted EBITDA of 20+%

Significant downside protection with minimal
overhead expenses and scalable partner fees
based on revenue

Ample opportunity for geographic
expansion as well as deeper penetration
of current markets

June 2021 was strongest sales month in 47
months and July outperformed June

2019
Gross Profit

2020

F2021

Adj. EBITDA

Strong supplier relationships allows for
significant price discounts of new inflatables
with a healthy resale value 5+ years later

Custom Business Management Software
launched in 2020 positions Space Walk to easily
scale for significant growth long-term
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Founded in 1959

Industry Leader

Key Differentiators

A family business founded by John
Scurlock, a NASA plastics specialist, and
Tulane University professor. Scurlock
invented the modern-day inflatable.

They are the leader in product
development and safety.

The Success Partner program offers an
affordable cost of entry, protected
territories, inflatable equipment insurance,
and a custom rental management platform.

The Company maintains a commitment
to constant improvement in inflatable
safety, design, and sustainability.
It’s the largest centrally-owned, national
fleet of inflatables by 10x.
There are no common competitors with
the company’s turnkey business model
focused on the success of their
independent rental agents (Success
Partners).

They’ve grown a highly successful partner
program with long-term partner
relationships and low churn rate.
Space Walk provides the best industry
equipment, pricing, and insurance.

The best, safest, and most current inflatables
in the industry are
strategically managed across the fleet for
unit safety and company growth and
profitability.

Economies of scale allow for first access to
purchasing high-quality equipment and
offering comprehensive inflatable
equipment insurance to its Success
Partners.

Robust custom business and rental
management and rental technology platform
streamlines Success Partner and home-office
business management.

The business model and scalable internal
processes allow for quick ramp-up for
growth.

In-house marketing providing hands-on
concierge partner marketing support to help
build Success Partner business.
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Space Walk consists of four separate entities. The operationally integrated entities are
100% owned by Patricia Murphy and all are included in this acquisition opportunity.
Separate DBAs were created for the different product lines for risk mitigation purposes.
See pages 8 through 11 for product and service profiles.

Inflatable Zoo, Inc. dba
Space Walk Inflatables
(rental service)

Inflatable Exchange, LLC dba
Space Walk Sales
(new and used inflatables sales and repair)

Fun Crew USA LLC dba
Space Walk Extreme
(extreme mechanical rentals)

Inflatable Safety Air Packs
(training and rescue air packs)
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Space Walk (inflatable Zoo, Inc.) is the leader in the inflatable marketplace, offering the most
comprehensive array of inflatable products in the industry. At the forefront of innovation, the Company is known
for introducing new products direct from the manufacturer and bringing to market new ideas to expand the
options for rental entertainment.
Ø Space Walk offers the safest, most well-maintained inflatable units in the market. Their 4,400 unit rental fleet
includes:
Ø Bounce Houses
Ø Combos (combination bounce house and slide)
Ø Slides (water and dry slides)
Ø Sports and Interactives (themed sports, interactives, and obstacle courses)
Ø Concessions and Party Supplies (food and equipment; furniture, flags and banners, photo booth, PA system,
etc.)
Click here to view the entire catalog of products offered

Safety
Ø Space Walk Inflatables is safety-first, with the Company’s founder inventing the first Bounce House in 1959.
Ø Space Walk and its Success Partners are licensed and insured. The standard equipment lease terms are crafted
to reduce risk on Space Walk Inflatables and the Success Partner.
Ø Click here to review the safety FAQs.
Ø There is one stale lawsuit from a manufacturer product defect in which Space Walk was named. The suit
presents no financial risk to the Company.

Trademark
Space Walk is trademarked, owned by Patricia Murphy. IC 028. US 022 023 038 050. G & S: large air inflated
bouncing and jumping amusement devices.
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Space Walk Extreme (Fun Crew USA LLC)
Ø In development is a new product line called Space Walk Extreme. Space Walk Extreme offers mechanical rides expanding the rental offering
to appeal to the commercial market at community festivals and other large events.
Ø The mechanical rides beta program (2017-2019) launched three test markets with units placed at large events. The test program was put on hold
in 2019/2020 due to impacts from the national pandemic.
Ø Post COVID full launch schedule and revenue forecast is in development.
Space Walk Sales (Inflatable Exchange LLC)
Ø In 2014, Space Walk launched a new service line called Space Walk Sales. Space Walk Sales sells new and used inflatable equipment. In
2019/2020, the Company saw a need for commercial inflatable repair. To offset the impact of the pandemic, the Company began providing
commercial inflatable repair for outside companies.
Ø Revenue for sales of used equipment and commercial repair work is billed separately through Space Walk Sales.
Ø Offering commercial inflatable repair is unique in the industry. It drives value by adding a profitable revenue stream and providing a much
sought-after service to its Success Partners and other inflatable companies.
VIEW WEBSITE | VIEW SOCIAL SITE
Other (Inflatable Safety Air Packs)
Ø In addition to the entertainment inflatable business, Space Walk also owns Inflatable Safety Air Packs that create, design, and delivers the
highest quality safety air products in the world.
Ø The Inflatable Safety Air Cushion is an air-inflated life-saving device designed to catch humans falling from great heights. The products are in full
compliance with American quality standards of security and safety equipment.
Ø The customer base includes the US and foreign governments for first responder life saving and training applications and the film industry for
stunt safety.
Ø The original patent has expired.
VIEW WEBSITE
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Inflatable Products Lifecycle
Space Walk maximizes the product life cycle of its inflatables fleet via a three-step process:

1) Equipment is purchased directly from the manufacturer at negotiated pricing
2) The units are placed into the rental fleet driving rental profits
3) Once rental units are retired, the Company profits again when the used equipment is sold
Pre-Covid inflatables were purchased both domestically and internationally. Post-Covid inflatables have been purchased primarily overseas. The significant rise in domestic manufacturing costs post COVID has made
domestic units unaffordable.
Space Walk inflatable units stay in the market with Success Partners for their usable lifetime. As needed, they are replaced with new equipment, ensuring that rental units are always in good repair, reliable, and offer
Success Partners the most up-to-date entertainment rental options. Newer equipment lessens repair time, keeps rentals in the market, and reduces distractions to Success Partners. The Company’s comprehensive
inventory management system manages units with product lifecycle checks and branch activity to cross-reference age and wear and tear.
Used units are sold through Space Walk Sales (Inflatable Exchange, LLC). Space Walk Inflatables (Inflatable Zoo, Inc.) consigns its used products through Space Walk Sales. Space Walk Inflatables earns commission from
sales of its products through Space Walk Sales.
Space Walk Sales resale program differs from its competitors as it is the only consistent seller of good, used inflatables. It is not an auction site to liquidate poor-quality returns. Instead, Space Walk Sales used units are
retired from the branches, cleaned, repaired, and resold. The separate DBA was created to minimize any risk to the Space Walk Rental Division.
Unit Revenue Cycle Example
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Repairs, Warehousing and Distribution
Ø Space Walk has two warehouse facilities with over 22,000 square feet of space.
Repairs and Manufacturing: Warehouse 1 (12,322 square feet)
Ø Caring for rental units that may become damaged, Space Walk provides unit repair as a resource to its Success Partners. They have found that this
additional service supports company sales overall.
Ø Repairs are done on-site by a long-time contractor who actively cross-trains other Space Walk personnel in inflatable repair.
Shipping, Receiving, and Storage: Warehouse 2 (10,081 square feet)
Ø Inflatable inventory is managed by Space Walk’s robust proprietary inventory management system, which has inbound and outbound shipping/receiving
capabilities.
Ø With approval by a regional manager, the integrated software allows Success Partners to create their own inbound and outbound unit transfer requests
minimizing workload on home office staff.
Ø Units are shipped via freight line or local pick-up and drop-off by Success Partners. Space Walk has relationships with major national freight lines.
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Inflatable Unit Sales from 2018 to F2021

Inflatable Unit Sales
$500,000
Space Walk maximizes the product life cycle of its
inflatables fleet via a three-step process:
1) Equipment is purchased directly from the manufacturer at
negotiated, discounted pricing
2) The units are placed into the rental fleet driving rental
profits
3) Once rental units are retired, the Company profits again
when the used equipment is sold
The company leverages its relationships and diversifies its
revenue by selling inflatable units to smaller rental companies
through Space Walk Sales.
There is significant growth opportunity for this division of the
company. The COO saw this as an opportunity to drive
revenue at strong margins and diversify revenue into other
buckets outside of branch partner rental income. Unit sales
continue to gain momentum showing growth even during the
pandemic.

$475,000

$450,000
$400,000

$423,492

$431,086

2019

2020

$363,515

$350,000
$300,000
$250,000
$200,000
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$100,000
$50,000
$0
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F2021

Inflatable Unit Sales
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Space Walk Inflatable products are rented/managed by 124 independent representatives throughout the US,
called Success Partners
Ø Space Walk provides the inventory and tools to succeed as an inflatable party rental business
Ø Partners can establish a business built for long-term success with its premium inflatables, proprietary business management
software, immersive training, and corporate support
Ø As a provision of the Success Partner agreement, Space Walk owns all customer data and Success Partners are not allowed to
transfer or sell contacts.
Success Partner Profile
Ø Age: 24 to 45
Ø Married (families needing extra income)
Ø Income Range: $60,000 to $80,000 annually. Typically, a single income family.
Ø Blue Collar profile: tradesperson (lawn care, firefighter, etc.) and Veterans accustomed to working with their hands/manual labor
Cost to Enroll as a Success Partner: Estimated $5,000 to $9,000 in cash
Ø The base price of the New Success Partner kits: $4,000 for five inflatables; $6,500 for eight inflatables, plus miscellaneous
expenses.
Ø Three-day Success Partner training is provided at the Space Walk home office upon licensing
Ø Takeover locations (those established branches that are resold, can range from $5,000 to $10,000+, based on sales volume)

Sample Digital Recruiting

New partners are recruited via social media platforms, digital ad spend, and franchise website marketing
Ø Google pay-per-click ads with high click-thru rates and Facebook ads net the highest number of viable candidates
Ø Franchise sites: Franchise Gator, FranciseOpportunities.com, franciseclique.com, thefranchisecoach.net, and others
Ø Relevant videos and other digital media are leveraged to engage recruits

View Recruiting Video
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Space Walk typically adds from 25-40 Success Partners annually. With the highly flexible Success Partner
platform, the buyer can quickly scale up this number to support increased Success Partner recruiting and
onboarding.
A home office Success Coach support team of four deals directly with the Success
Partners to answer questions and help resolve day-to-day issues
Ø Success Coach support: 1 coach to every 30 Partners.
Ø Comprehensive Success Partner Training Video Library is also provided
View Partner Training Tutorials
Success Partner churn rate is extremely low
Ø Churn is primarily driven via the release of non-performing branches
Ø Branch performance is easily monitored via the management dashboard, which provides a line of
sight into real-time partner activity and sales trends forecast based on booked rentals
Recognition
There is no formal annual meeting; however, the company and 50-60 of the top branches meet annually at
the International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions (IAAPA) show in Orlando, FL. At this
event, Space Walk home office hosts an awards night dinner and training opportunities at a local resort to
celebrate company and Partner success.
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Average # of Events/Year/Branch

Sales of Top 10 Branches in 2019-F2021
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According to the American Rental Association, party and event rental experienced a
49% revenue decline in 2020.

(American Rental Association https://www.ararental.org/Rental-Pulse/Article/ArticleId/1568)

Space Walk’s 2020 COVID-related revenue softening was well under
industry average at just 28%. Rental revenue is forecast to rebound to
2019 numbers.

Avg Annual Revenue per Branch
Total Number of Branches
Largest Branch Sales
# of Branches over $50k in Sales

SOK

NEH

2019

2020*

Forecasted
2021

$51,530

$38,761

$66,228

151

132

124

$486,405

$234,709

$348,487

53

42

60
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National Partner Branch Locations with rentals in past 15 months

Branch locations may be subject to change based on Success Partner churn
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Partner Program Rental Fee Model:
Ø 60% of annual rental sales is earned by Space Walk
Ø 40% of annual rental sales is earned by the Partner
Space Walk’s proprietary business management
platform makes the payment workflow easy to track
and easy to remit payment
Ø When a partner submits their completed contracts (including
all funds) to the Home Office, the accounting department
audits and then “finalizes“ each contract
Once finalized, the software pends the balance for five business
days. On the 5th day, the system prompts the accounting
supervisor to issue an ACH to the Partners to complete the
workflow.
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The Company business management platform is a fully
integrated proprietary system. This user-friendly platform
provides a seamless Partner experience with full database
integration.
Success Partners have real-time access to:
Ø sales and units booked to-date
Ø future bookings and forecast sales
Ø reservations
Ø growth stats and more
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Inventory Management Widget
Allows partners to view their:
Ø inventory by category and date
Ø the status of the inventory on any given date, such as Booked, being transferred
for Repair or Retirement, or on Loan or Borrowed from another partner

Loan Management Widget
The widget allows a partner to access any piece of inventory throughout the company.
The software system seamlessly facilitates a unit loan between locations allowing Success Partners
to borrow equipment from another partner, driving higher customer satisfaction and increased
sales.
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The Company’s robust Reservation and Inventory Management System (known internally as
Reservation Master) is an integrated proprietary system. This user-friendly platform provides
multiple users (Customers, Space Walk Partners, Home Office Success Coaches, Home Office
Inventory Managers & Home Office Accountants), the best user experience via the
integration of inventory, customer records, reservation management, and financial data.

Ø
Ø

Ø

Ø

The integrated system addresses the need for efficient, online unit rental requests
and booking management.
The software requires that each Partner be assigned a Home Office Success Coach,
who can instantly view a Partner’s financial and inventory utilization data to ensure
the best possible chance of success.
Inventory is dynamically tracked throughout the system, making it easy for Home
Office Inventory Managers to transfer items back and forth between the Partner and
Home Office or in some cases, from one Partner to another.
The inventory loan widget gives Partners the ability to request (borrow) available
(not booked) inventory from a neighboring branch. If approved by the loaning
Partner, the inventory seamlessly shows up in the borrowing Partner’s inventory on
the requested dates.

The proprietary system was developed under the leadership of Mials Scurlock in
partnership with 3rd party development firm Revelry Labs. Revelry Labs and Space Walk
continually engage in additional development of this proprietary system to enhance user
experience and streamline the business.
The code for this robust platform is owned by Space Walk.

Home Office Accountants finalize each rental contract. Upon finalization, the commission
earned by a Space Walk success Partner is deposited into their unique Space Walk Account.
The software aggregates the commission totals daily and outputs them on a Partner
Balance Report. The Company’s accountants review the report and then upload it to Space
Walk's bank, where the total balances are paid via ACH.
Once paid, the software allows the accountants to adjust the balance down by the ACH
amount, making it easy to remit payment to 100+ Partners.
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Market Position
Ø As the inventor of the original inflatable in 1959, Space Walk has long been the leader in the inflatables rental market in the
US
Ø It’s the largest centrally-owned, national fleet of inflatables by 10x
Ø The unique partner program business model makes it easy for independent business owners to start and run a successful
entertainment business
Ø Partners don’t make costly investments in equipment
Ø Financially sound with a sizeable regional footprint
Ø Provides equipment insurance to Success Partners, which can be difficult and costly to gain as an individual
Value Proposition
Ø Space Walk offers the best, safest, and most current inflatables in the industry
Ø Success Partner program provides the inventory and tools to succeed as an inflatable party rental business.
Ø An affordable cost of entry and protected territories
Ø Inflatable equipment insurance provided by Space Walk, saving the Success Partner money and doesn’t limit growth
Ø Robust custom business and rental management and rental technology platform streamlines Partner and home-office
business management
Ø Staff marketing talent provides partner marketing support to help Success Partners build their business
Ø The company’s focus is on safety, quality, and FUN
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Franchise Competitors

Competition

Space Walk

Easy Entry Partner Program (rental units provided-not required
to purchase)
Partners Must Purchase Equipment Upfront
Robust Custom Business Management Platform

Exclusive

Inventory Loan Program (branches have access to rental units
within entire Space Walk system)
Company Provided Marketing Support
(concierge marketing support to branches)
Protected Sales Territories
Strategic inventory management across the fleet for unit safety
and company growth/profitability.
Success Partners Comprehensive Inflatable Insurance Provided
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The Success Partner Marketing Co-op
program pays for half of the marketing
expense of home office approved efforts.
Space Walk corporate and the Success
Partner split advertising costs 50/50 up to
5% of the partners’ annual rental revenue.
Space Walk employs one full-time marketing
team member who provides marketing
consultation and support to Success
Partners.
Every Success Partner Receives:
Ø Branded Facebook presence immediately
upon sign-up
Ø All branches have access to a co-op
program.
Ø Social media and digital ad word training
and assistance
Ø Graphic design support
Ø Seasonal promotional customer email
campaigns

Sample Social Media Marketing

Sample Email Marketing

Sample Mobile Marketing
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Partner recruitment is 100% targeted digital
outreach which has shown to be highly
effective in recruiting new Success Partners.
Ø 2020-2021 began beta-testing and
optimizing Google and Facebook
campaigns for maximum impact.
Ø Employs NY-based digital agency: Search
Berg.
Annual agency fees: $3,000 per year
Ø Average annual Google and Facebook ad
spend: $24,000
Ø Building a database of interested Success
Partner leads. Poised to expand as
inflatable inventory Covid backlog
becomes available.
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Persons Employed by Target Occupations
Service (Blue Collar) 15%

Target Profile
Ø Age: 24 to 45
Ø Married (families needing extra income)
Ø Income Range: $60,000 to $80,000 annually
Single income family
Ø Blue Collar Worker: tradesperson and accustomed to working with hands/manual labor
Ø Veterans

Sales and Office (Blue Collar) 10%
White
Collar
Jobs 56%

Natural Resources,
Construction and Maintenance
(Blue Collar) 9%
Production, Transportion, and Moving
(Blue Collar) 9%

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

2019 US Workers Earning Income >16 y/o = 147,795,000
US Workers in Target Age Range

US Veterans By Target Age Range
2019 Total US Veterans = 19,928,795

US Workers In Target Income Range

7.1%

3%

15.50%

6.8%
6.6%

5%

6%
5%

6.90%

6.1%

73.4%

25-29

81%

77.60%

30-34

35-39

40-44

Source: US Census

All Others

$50,000 to $64,000

$65,000 to $75,000

Source: US Census

All Other

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

All Others

Source: US Department of Veterans Affairs
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Success Partners in the Midwest are driving strong
rental revenue in underserved areas such as Missouri,
Kansas, and Oklahoma where there is little
competition and market need. These areas are the
companies target expansion areas and can be quickly
ramped up.
Other geographic expansion hotspots include the
Pacific Northwest and West Coast which could be
served with additional distribution hubs.
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ORGANIC OPPORTUNITIES
Great opportunity exist through direct marketing
and recruiting efforts to add Success Partners from
untapped regions throughout the country:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Midwest
Pacific Northwest
Southwest
West Coast

STRATEGIC and ADJACENT OPPORTUNITIES
Strategic and adjacent opportunities lie in partnerships
with other national inflatable entertainment franchise
companies or other general rental firms such as Rent-ACenter, National Event Rentals, National Event Pros, Arena
Americas, Ace Party and Tent Rental, and more.
National chains/franchises serving smaller regional
communities such as True Value, Hardware Hank, Sears,
Ace Hardware, Grand True Value Rental, and more.

Expanding mechanical ride product lines for large
commercial bookings.
Implement a sales hierarchical business model
where existing Success Partners recruit new
Success Partners and build a sales team. Partners
are eligible to earn commissions from the rental
sales of recruited team members.

EXPANSION OPPORTUNITIES
With expanded infrastructure Space Walk Inflatables can
grow into Canada and Mexico, with strategically positioned
equipment hubs.
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Ø Space Walk has 20 full-time employees,1 part-time employee

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Ø
Ø

and leverages outsourced support in the areas of technology
(ResTech Systems and Revelry Labs), Finance (Professional
Business Services, Inc.), payroll (NetChex) and legal (local
attorney)
The company enjoys very low turn-over with multiple staff
members having 10+ years tenure.
Benefits: Employer pays 60% of the individual's health care
policy; however, the employee pays 100% for family
members on their policy.
Optional dental and vision insurance is available with current
policy, and employees pay 100%
401k is offered with employer matching up to 4%
Paid Time Off Schedule: After six full anniversary months,
employee is entitled to one week of paid vacation annually;
After one full anniversary year, employee is entitled to two
weeks of paid vacation; After fifteen full anniversary years,
and each year thereafter, employee is entitled to three
weeks of paid vacation.
Company performance bonuses available for Success
Coaches, based on goal achievement
All employees work on-site in the facility. With the strong
operational leadership team that is in place, the company
can be managed remotely.

Co-CEO | COO
General Manager

Owner | Co-CEO
Human
Resources

Warehouse, Sales &
Repairs
Warehouse /
Sales Manager

5 Warehouse
Employees

Repair Specialist

Finance

Inventory &
Shipping Manager

Controller
4 Accounting
Staff

Operations

4 Success
Coaches

Technology

2 Outsource
Partners

1 Success Partner
Marketing

Key Role Descriptions
Co-CEO | Owner: Organizational leadership and human resource management. Is 100% owner of Inflatable Zoo, Inc.
Is willing to stay on to assist with transition.
Co-CEO | COO | General Manager: Drives company strategy, responsible for daily operations, Partner recruiting,
technology, and staff leadership. Is interested in a leadership role with the company post-sale.
Finance Manager (outsourced): Responsible for company financial matters and oversees accounting staff.

Inflatable Zoo, Inc. is a C Corp.
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450 31st Street | Kenner, LA
Located in suburban New Orleans, LA, Space Walk has three buildings: Administrative Office, Repair Studio
and Warehouse.
Ø Total square footage all buildings: 32,577 square feet of office and warehouse space
Ø Warehouse 1: 12,322 square feet used for repairs and manufacturing
Ø Warehouse 2: 10,081 square feet units/equipment storage, and shipping/receiving
Ø Administrative office: 10,164 square feet Leadership offices and Administrative functions
Ø Properties are owned and available for lease or purchase as part of the sale.

Warehouse 2

Warehouse 1

Administrative Office
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The financials sections will include summarized historical and forecasted
income statement, graphic of income and EBITDA over time, and
summarized balance sheet. A detailed version of the income statement
and balance sheet are available upon request.
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LIABILITIES & EQUITY

Space Walk Balance Sheet

Liabilities

Cash Basis

Current Liabilities

As of December 31,

Accounts Payable

2018

2019

0.00

-363.05

0.00

39,505.14

43,482.92

16,760.58

25,499,002.35

25,323,944.15

25,244,717.83

0.00

0.00

249,062.50

27,237.94

28,399.35

36,917.79

25,565,745.43

25,395,463.37

25,547,458.70

0.00

0.00

225,000.00

273,613.92

271,613.92

271,613.92

273,613.92

271,613.92

496,613.92

25,839,359.35

25,667,077.29

26,044,072.62

900,964.01

1,435,407.07

1,550,039.08

-1,443,422.49

-1,558,422.49

-1,728,422.49

1,691,804.84

1,455,999.34

1,408,842.07

299,635.66

65,058.12

164,454.07

Total Equity

1,448,982.02

1,398,042.04

1,394,912.73

27,438,985.35 TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

27,288,341.37

27,065,119.33

27,438,985.35

2020

Credit Cards
Due to Rental Affiliates and Owners

ASSETS

Line of Credit

Current Assets
Checking/Savings
Accounts Receivable
Due from Rental Affiliates and Owners
Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

645,616.32

616,079.83

1,069,610.13

547.14

0.00

0.00

25,543,241.44

25,449,952.17

25,460,890.22

192,752.88

90,795.00

192.06

26,382,157.78

26,156,827.00

26,530,692.41

Fixed Assets

Other Current Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
SBA PPP Loan
Security Deposits/Refunds
Total Long Term Liabilities

*Inventory Asset

619,906.76

619,906.76

619,907.37

Total Liabilities

Auto

176,154.49

176,154.49

176,154.49

Equity

Computer Equipment

27,392.13

28,398.42

28,398.42

Opening Bal Equity

Equipment

73,254.50

73,254.50

73,254.50

Partner draw

8,690.71

9,793.16

9,793.16

785.00

785.00

785.00

906,183.59

908,292.33

908,292.94

27,288,341.37

27,065,119.33

Furniture & Fixtures
Leasehold Improvements
Total Fixed Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

Retained Earnings
Net Income

*Inventory is understated on balance sheet since it is written off fully each year. Space Walk currently has 4,200+ inflatables, 1,400+ concessions and games, and 3,800+ blowers.
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ABOUT PARADISE CAPITAL
Paradise Capital is a business growth firm in the middle market assisting clients in mergers, acquisitions,
and strategic growth with professional advisors located in offices throughout the United States. Paradise
Capital is headquartered in Minnesota.
As a leading firm specializing in middle-market growth strategies, mergers and acquisitions Paradise
Capital provides a valuable resource for sellers seeking to divest their business. Paradise Capital’s client
companies represent a diverse range of industry sectors throughout the US. Paradise Capital's
experience in valuing and selling private middle-market companies brings buyers and sellers together in
achieving their divesting and acquisition goals.
INQUIRIES AND NEXT STEPS
Paradise Capital is acting as Inflatable Zoo, Inc.’s exclusive advisor in the proposed transaction and its
fees are paid entirely by the seller. Accordingly, please note that all inquiries and follow-up must be
coordinated through Paradise Capital and its representatives. Whereas neither Inflatable Zoo Inc.’s
employees nor its clients or competitors are aware of this transaction, no contact with the industry or
the Inflatable Zoo, Inc. is permitted without the express written consent of Paradise Capital and
Inflatable Zoo, Inc’s shareholders. All buyer visits will be arranged and hosted by a Paradise Capital
representative.

All questions, inquiries, and proposals should be directed to:

PAUL NICCUM
CEO, Advisor
Telephone: 612-877-1709
Email: pniccum@paradisecapital.biz
For those not interested in this transaction, please immediately return or destroy
this and any other copies of the Offering Memorandum. However, Paradise Capital
would nonetheless appreciate your honest feedback and assessment so that
Paradise Capital may share your insights with the seller.

Those interested in pursuing this transaction should contact Paradise Capital at the contact information
provided. All interested parties may be required to submit a short, non-binding term sheet detailing
preliminary valuation for Company and a suggested deal structure. As appropriate, more detailed
discussions involving the seller and a visit will be scheduled at a later date. This process is designed to
minimize wasted time for all parties.
www.paradisecapital.biz
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